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During the last three decades, our educational 
systems have gradually introducod instrumental and vocal 
SJUSic into the high, school curriculum. This Inception 
lias brought: about a diversity of opinion concerning the 
plans, v/ays, and moans of admlnlstoring music courses for 
the greatest number. In many schools the result has 
been the exploiting of the talented for; to gain recog­
nition for those immediately concerned with music 
organisations• "Music for every child, and every child 
for music," has bocaomo a coined phrase. There is need 
for a greater number of students to participate in the 
music activities of the school. 
A. Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to advance various 
procedures for enlarging the music organisations and 
classes of our secondary schools: (l) by creating an 
interest in community activltitosj (2) by introducing 
effective steps, logical in order, toward expanding the 
Vocal activities| and, then duplicating tills procedure 
with the instrumental program. 
Since musical performances need jublxcity to 
create interest, some mention is made 01 a ayscomatic, 
2 
Troll-planned publicity program. 
The remainder of this thesis proposes effective 
media, such as the pageant, the festival, a functioning 
aware. system, and the use of audio-visual aids, as moans 
of stimulating greater interest and participation. 
B. The Problem 
Tills problem deals with the formulation of a 
plan for increasing the per cent of participation in 
high school musical activities. The over-all picture 
is to show ho?; the modern school aims to provide 
experiences that will carry over into adult life, a 
factor of which music can bo a vital influence. To be 
sure, most of the pupols will never become professional 
musicians, but it Is not the professional musician of 
whom the writer Is thinking Just nor/. One of the main 
concerns of the musical activities in the high school is 
to afford the great masses of pupils the satisfaction of 
participation in music. 
C. Significance of the Study 
Inequality of educational opportunity in music 
assumes serious proportions when considered in relation 
to tho high school enrollment today, and the number of 
students interested enough to participate In the music 
3 
programs of the average school* Thoroforo, oncouragenent 
of more music I ox* more pooplo Is tlio order of tho day. 
The students In our public high schools bocono tho con­
suming public In a short period of time* Tho writer pro­
poses a means of musically "touching" more of tho so 
students in tho short span of a four year high school 
career* Ho plan will work satisfactorily unless thoro 
is a coriploto approval and acceptance on the part of the 
people being benefitted. In this instance, tho word 
pooplo will include students, teachers, administrators, 
and tho community as a whole. 
Music for pooplo participation and entertainment 
cent be and often is educational, as well as recreational. 
The line of demarcation bob. ocn recreation and education 
is purely hypothetical. 
A well organised, long-ranged program is the 
main criterion. A good program v/ill succeed and, In so 
doing, expend, if it results in healthy attitudes, and 
loads somewhere# Students, with distinctly limited musical 
experiences respond surprisingly to the stimulation they 
receive from the more musically trained youngsters, and 
from the opportunities afforded them through a woll-
balancod music curriculum. 
At present in every district, there arc 
church"organists, church choirs, 
institutes, men's clubs, youth movements, 
teachers, and plonty 
sicians. At present, 
and individuals plough their furrov/s, un-
women's 
of local amateur r.ru-
nost of those bodies 
4 
organized except within their OV.H rahlrs. but all 
struggling towards something bettor. All are in 
their particular spheres enthusiastic. If they 
can be shown hot;, without destroying or hccmlng 
their oxi sting indoriendonco of action, they could 
Ixnu up, with -tliolr ef orte organized and co­
ordinated, and so do much moro for themselves and 
for the social and entertainment life of their 
community, a new animating spirit of friendliness, 
neighbor!ineas, cultural advancement and ride in 
local achievement would manifest Itself for the 
good of ail. 
D, Functioning Community Organizations 
Parent Music Organization, 
made xip of parents and Interested taxpayers, constitute 
the framework of all that may be done, in a tangible way, 
to further any worthwhile cause for the community. Their 
community's acceptance of proposals from educators who 
are respected, and the participation In the plans, engen­
ders pride, enthusiasm, and understanding of any system­
atic approach by the Instructor in the community. The 
Local communities 
necessity for a parent organisation is a contributing 
factor in promoting activity and Interest among the high 
Music educators must bo cognizant of a 
For 
school students. 
systematic, well organised plan to create incentive, 
in a normal high school farming district, a example: 
fizie pro loot would bo to correlate music w-ith boys and 
girls 4-H Clubs. 
Music has established a recognized place for 
5 
P1*1®' (Head, Heart, Hondo, 
msDicS rf 5*2 n? JLm:lch is conducted under the ©.Uo^lces CA the Department of Agriculture. At the 
t 4*"rf ^bs, cinging forms part of 
g£ °f 
He el tli, A Club Hymn, 4-H friendship," "Tho Field 
Song," "The Pour Leafed Clover," and "The Rose" aro 
examples. A Rational 4-H march entitled "Pride 0' 
the Lands has been written and dodicated to the 
4-H Clubs in rnoic, Then followed the chorus, the 
quartette, the orchestra, and the band. All of these 
aro now flourishing in 4-H Club circles. Music 
appreciation and music memory activities have also 
been introduced, and h&vo become a sort of tho 
• programs in many clubs,53 
song 
many 
The informed secondary music teacher will consider 
natural surroundings, customs, traditions, melting pot 
of nationalities represented, geogra Meal influences, 
and any other factors as meatus of determining the 
direction in which he should guide tho music program 
about to be organized, • 
The Chamber of Commerce, Almost every prominent 
».«— I'., . i. 
business man is solidly behind any project Which is 
associated with the welfare of school lsrids, 
interest in all local school athletics end music events, 
A superior musical organisation denotes success in the 
community then the school music instructor Is conscious 
of facts, and is willing to serve and to apply the proper 
techniques, by constantly hooping tho "breath of suudent 
before the commercial organisation of the city. 
He has first 
life" 
w= m 4-H giiaa:8' 
Agricultural 'Deportment, 
August, 1043, p. 24. 
"Ibid, 
6 
lien's State, Local, gad Fraternal Clubs. Such 
1 J ' -
organisations as the Masonic Lodge, Bogles, American Legion, 
2h© Botany Club and Klw&nis Clubs one alt®ys anxious to 
serve and promote cultural activities within the con-unity. 
Sbey have, in fact, become so publicised within recent years 
that they are placed on a competitive basis with the organi­
sations. Ho "11venire® in the music teaching profession 
should allot? "gra.se to grow under Ms foot" when he considers 
the amount of morel and financial assistance gained from 
the above mentioned clubs, in stimulating young people 
with a sense of belonging to music activities. 
Women's Organised dubs* She emotional instinct 
CIMH.II • ..I'.n-~. ' »n urnmtt' i— i W "r«i» i • >••"»«» IWI..I 
for furthering the cause of anything cultural is a predom­
inating attribute among mothers, './omen's club differ 
from men's clubs in some respects. Women, by nature, 
can be more critical J and, thus demand more of the 
qualitative rather than the quantitative element in pcrform-
Such has been the writer's experience in presenting races, 
many M#i school students to organisation like tho has torn 
Star, Ladies Aid, Federated Women's Club, Band and 
Orchestra Mother's Club end auxiliaries. Ladies are 
constantly striving for better scnools and more student 
Almost every mother lias a sincere desire participation. 
for her son or daughter to play an instrument or to sing, 
Instrument dealers and music instructors or to do both, 
have capitalized on this virtue in the past, and this 
7 
Is all to the good. Many directors make the mistake of 
loading mothers (one. sometimes fathers) to beliove that 
learning to sing or play an Instrument means Instant 
success In becoming a great classical performer or top 
salaried commercial artist. This has been a noticeable 
factor in dampening the desires of girls and boys and 
eventually the parents1 Interests, 
-V-
The wise director will dismiss from his mind tho 
sole object of making more professionala in the music 
field (there will bo a large enough number adopting 
tills trade id.thout special oneouragonent), Rather It 
will be his responsibility to us© music to develop 
better citizens, sharpen their intellect by co-ordi­
nation of mind and fingers, and In general add joy 
and happiness to many livoa which may otherwise be 
shaded to some extent with gloom and unoociallbillty. 
Many times teachers vho llvo Public Relations. 
in a community a short while launch a program to attract 
Asking students pointedly to join something 
for the good of the school Is one thing, but knowing and 
having the hlfjh personnel regard for tho president of the 
board of education, the public school superintendent and 
principal, the city banker, tho city editor, and others, 
Is tho other means of emphasizing and advertising the 
students. 
music department so that students gladly jerk on ^--o 
If there Is an efficient carry-lines" of music interest, 
ovor they will want to belong, 
advantageous for the music teacher to know (l) 




community, (8) the people, (3) the students, and (4) his 
real friends. 
of fceaenin^ ait. magnified a thousand tines,0 
dt Stimulating Student In tore at 
\ 
The Sinking School. 
In the singing school the music teacher should discover 
viio can sins, hen? meg- are willing to try and vhat type 
of music they enjoy singing, 
Imcv; That music is vitalised, and introduce music that will 
enrich and broaden the musical experiences of the student, 
Tills requires 'expert judgment anil guidance on the port of 
The main Objective would be to present songs 
having relationships J songs of the season liltc Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, has tor; songs such as Negro Spirituals, Irish 
calinteys, Scotch ballade; songs centering along life of 
the school and recent popular songs, 
The IIuslc Assembly, 
a whole student body and to take port in a well organized 
school assembly program is especially important for people 
of the senior high scliool. 
The music assembly la one of the most important 
To stimulate student interest 
The teacher should also 
the teacher. 
To congregate frequently as 
Ibid. 
9 
and fruitful of all our music education offerings,® 
*>ongs noil planned and well prepared with a 
significant r:ood sequence altrays go over well with the 
students. A nost disheartening effect In many school 
assemblies Is the singing for .class competition rather 
tlian the joy derived through, a sense of beauty In perform­
ance. Such display trill lead, only to students looking 
disdainfully at music or being in the least conscious of 
the values needed for bettor singing in assembly programs* 
Effectively Planned Assemblies. A very positive 
effect can be obtained if the leader- will try to imagine 
the prevailing attitude of students, as they enter tho 
auditorium and quickly decide the type of song to etrouso 
immediate interest. He will carefully and slowly create 
en atmosphere that will load from the lighter songs into 
songs of a heavier content tov7ard tho close of the poriod. 
It is a profitable use of tine to keep tho various poople 
who take part In tho daily vocal activities prepared in 
two or three well-learned lit tunes, a couple of good 
hymns, a few folk songs, songs appropriate to particular 
seasons of tho year, and tunes that are used for athletic 
It is not necessary to insist on those boing events. 
memorised; student interest will tare care of tno sltn-
If the atmosphere, (although rarely should bo so) atlon. 
aKarl Gohrkens, "The Music Assembly,M -lucatlonal 
Music Hagaslno (Hovembor-Decembcr, 1941, p. oo 
10 
does not lend to much singing;, a most fitting step would 
be to ask for information on the national vote for the 
wcelr's number one and two hits of the hit parade tunes. 
The next stop would bo to realise immediate performance 
"by volunteers or a prepared group, and call for full 
participation as interest progresses# Studonts love it, 
ana almost Invariably make know their feelings and fixture 
desires for the assemblies to follow. Educators are so 
conoernod with music in assemble programs this present 
day that the music instructor would, be very wise to have 
a sound philosophy of vimt constitutes the successful 
assembly, end the ways in which music can bo used to 
create more and the proper interest Incentives, and 
Incidentally, elevate the moral stages upon which students 
roact when corning together as a civic unit, 
She Basic Musical Goals. She following basic 
musical goals mre stated by Dykona, 
1, , To increase and rofine pleasure in tono and rhythm 
or both, , 
2, . To develop taste and pleasure in music as an art, 
3, To clarify and expand music as a means of self-
expression both directly and indirectly, (i.e 
directly men the Individual himself produces 
the male, indirectly when he listens to others). 
4, To develop the power of sensitive, intelligent, 
• t 
11 
and aural attention. 
5, To develop correct use of the singing voice (both 
individually and in ensemble). 
6* To acquire control of the mechanics of reading and 
Interpreting music • 
7. To develop and apply instrumental skill (e.g., 
solo, band, orchestra, and chamber music). 
8. To build up a permanent interest In music through 
a broad and deep experience in studying, perform­
ing and listening to music. 
9. To discover and encourage musical aptitude and 
talent and to Indicate their avocatlonal and 
vocational possibilities. 
10, Through any or all of these aims to aid in produc­
ing a sane, joyous, balanced outlook upon life and 
the ability to fit oneself effectively into the 
community.7 
Procedures which cause students to sit up and take 
Even pupils not too well Informed on notice have vitality, 
a subject are able to weigh evidoncoo for and against the 
subject. They sense a clean path in the goals to be 
accomplished if the avenues toward these goals are made 
understandable. 
If students will, therefore, strive to improve each 
7Peter W. Dylcena, Oho Toaching and Mminlstratiqn 
nf tT-i r~v» School Music. Bureau of Publication s, To ache x s 
BBlI^.^ralfflbTr-OnlToralfcy, Hew Tortc City. Hew York, 
1931 • 169Pp. 
12 
succeeding social activity with sincere planning toward a 
lone-::1 ange view or the program, soon, unless tradition 
blocks the path, newer standards of group participation 
are introduced and gradually other projects become a 
(1) writing simple compositions; 
(2) playing the exploratory Instruments which are the 
tonotte, tlio saxette, the Woody Herman flute, and recorder, 
all similar In construction end playing oaee; (3) the per­
formance on harmonicas, the small accordlans, and tho 
smaller percussion Instruments. 
reality, such as: 
To the average reader, 
the foregoing may appear to be all "kids' stuff"; however, 
the use of these instruments by tho military personnel In 
World War II has proved otherwise, 
rloace the total effect of an annual "stunt night" or the 
annual all-school festival to realise their importance. 
(4) Sic male materials commissary Is effective In that 
students #10 perform services in tho department, to make 
for that department, generally become the best 
One has but to oxpe-
money 
boosters in the school for that particular activity• The 
profits accumulated from the soiling of reeds, strings, 
cork grease, violin bridges, clarinet pads, etc 
rightfully be turned over to the students in a democratic 
The writer does not propose this enterprise in an 
should •» 
school. 
extremely large city, unlesn the Instructor has an under­
standing with tho ciuslc dealers In tho city and with the 




OT xmwm OF m VOCAI mraxc mmnm 
®he purpose of Hil® chapter Is to determine th© 
type© of vocal. activities needed an£ their place of irpor-
tjono-o In the secondary school corrloulnn. Developing 
student Interest aid recruiting students to take port In 
vocal rmoical activities 1# the topic to be eonaldorod. 
Under (A) its sectioned *fh© Grcup Divisions of the Vocal 
Pragma*" tinder iB>, *R» Voice Class* student participa­
tion. Xroludod is also the need for qualified teachers to 
administer It. Sie chapter cade «dth (C), "Administering 
the Choral frogrrsa.8' 
A* Group Mvislom in the Secondary ^lioral Frocrw 
Choraft ®m®$ In the Mi&_ schoo^. 
of the tNftgk school vocal progress depends upon the organi­
sation of a veXl-belanoed# always active salseed ohorus, 
ffsoa the ohorus begins activating about the life of the 
school* other group# will be easier to for®# 
•Short period of tin©, the- instructor con Include a pro gram 
milch will schedule the girls' glo© club, boys' gloo club, 
nod other aaollor ©noostolcs. 
Xh© ultimate aim 
Within a 
Muslcelly the nlaesd choir 1c the act satis­
fying because of the greater range of pitch 
and color which is possible with nlsod voice©, 
14 
ana because the literature is richer for mixed 
choruses. Boys and girls of high school ago 
line to sing together and to be togothor; also, 
there are social values of considerable impor­
tance latent in such a group* 
An instructor should have littlo difficulty in 
proposing the organisation and the expansion of a nixed 
chorus vixich the school administrator would recommend. 
A secondary school should be a place where 
all young people of a certain age may live and 
nor1: and play together in the most cultural 
and genuinely educative environment that 
society at a given time and. place can provide 
for then.s 
Assuming that the average beginning mixed chorus 
has too great a proportion of girls and too few boys, the 
next organisation in importance would be a snail group of 
the very best male voices in the entire school. 
She Boys1 Quartet* Upon frequent inquiry and 
a few good quailty voices will bo detected in 
Vhon these voices 
listening 
the tenor, baritone, and bass ranges, 
are discovered, the time is appropriate to practice a 
littlo motivating on the boys' Interests and abilities, 
ilftor this is done a boys' quartet should be formed. 
Knllet the co-operation of Get the Boysl mM 
counsellors and other teachers, especially 
the coach and physical education teachers. 
Hell 
"Froderlck J. KecrolnG, "A Tontativo Plan for tho 
Roornonlzatlon of Secondary School Curricula. California 
Journal of Secondary due a o ion, January, 193... ~7r±o2/ 
15 
lf a f2w,boys ?"orilnent in athletics can bo 
recruited* others trill foUoix iult JulSaJ? 
Ltne.b°ys ai7&y tvm singing grouns, 
falrl? K" Sr«? quartet that can sing 




... , dross 'oniforraly—perhaps irTswoators 
i Insignia--and let then make a few appear-
cuices ac local clubs, or on other programs. 
A-'-oa then tuoy have sung their repertory for 
snail audiences enough to be ccnflcient and at 
case, let then appear at an assembly, Tlicy 
will bo so much in demand that other boys 
will be around asking to get In, and you will 
soon have the nucleus of a boys' glee club. 
11 you cannot get the older boys or ath­
letes Into the chorus or glee club y "1 
semester, you might try recruiting them for 
stage assistants at concerts—moving the 
piano and platforms, pulling the curtains, 
working the lights. At least you trill have 
them at the concert, and that may be the 
first step to getting then into the -roue,® 
A well balanced, properly organized boys' quartet 
will do moro to create interest among other boys than any 
other singing group within the school. 
Boys enter high school with negative attitudes. 
They are biased to singing and hostile to music education 
in general. There are many reasons for these attitudes or 
feelings. Some of the most important are: 
(1) erroneous suggestions of femininity caused by effemi­
nate music materials and by women music teachers in the 
grades. (2) They seldom get the melody part in c song; 
instead they receive the alto or tenor double part on the 
lower baritone range—divisions vhloh crcato rhythmic and 
(3) Too many grade toachers lack hearing difficulties. 
"C 
®Krone, On. clt., p. 3. 
16 
the knowl edge In the care and singing of boys' voices# 
(4) In the grades, hoys are not given the experience of 
Hastening the sensation of the head voice rosonance# 
Boys enjoy expressing themselves in singing songs fitting 
to their range and quality, then this oxporicnce is given. 
The secondary school music teacher's immediate 
objective would he to develop a participating attitude; 
to create the atmosphere for a positive frame of mind by 
making the song appeal to the boys' emotional and aesthetic 
sensibilities, 3?o recruit male intoreat and participation 
in vocal music Is to advertise and popularise the condi­
tion which is imperative to the instructor for bettor 
mixed group singing, Shis can be planned in some of the 
following ways; namely: (1) include, if possible, a 
series of artist assembly programs throughout special sea­
sons of tho year featuring each time a prominent vocal 
soloist, preferably a man for the first performance# 
(2) Plan recordings of popular encombles, such as the 
Golden Gate Quartet, She Mills Brothers, 'hie Kings Hon, 
and the Ink Spots In assemblies, and other most popular 
places whoro students may tend to congrogato, liiis should 
be done by other studonts, if possible, and should not 
appear as though there was some un-asked-for campaign of 
soiling vocal music to boys. (3) At various times during 
tho school week pupils should listen to radio programs. 
Again, without appearing conspicuous, it is good to recom­
mend listening to some popular program that features male 
17 
quartets and choral singing. (4) PI en community singing 
specifically for hoy appeal, using cov/boy and mountain 
songs, coo cnantoys, songs with themes about outdoor lifo, 
and songs uhau represent action vdth a strong rhythmic 
string. 
Tlio stops listed need not dominate the music lis­
tening or participation tine, but can be used with other 
musical features vhich appeal, to girls as well, 
nate is the teacher of choral groups who has the wholo-
Fortu-
hearted baching of the girls, for girls generally like 
music which boys enjoy. Most of these procedures apply 
equally well to the general music classes listed in the 
preceding chapter. Skillfully managing this sort of pro­
gram for several months would normally lead to requests on 
the part of boys for special vocal classes and smaller 
ensembles, and other mixed choral activities. 
Boys' Unison Singing. Sustaining interest In male 
vocal work become a at once n difficult task. Months of 
promoting the program can result in almost total failure 
within a few weeks If the rehearsals are not carefully 
planned and executed, and If there is no challenge for 
improvement and the desire to attain worthy goals—there 
is something learned and there is something better on each 
succeeding day. 
Boys, at this stage of achievement, become vory 
critical of constant interruptions during the rendition 
The person conducting should strive for less of a song. 
18 
perfection at first, carrying on toward the completion of 
each song. It is# therefore, wise to employ ml son sink­
ing with a group of boys; almost entirely by note, allow­
ing for casual break of "barbershop" harmony to keep the 
interest alive. Many teachers fail to eroato interest in 
working with boys1 groups because of a desire to havo 
boys sing three or four part harmony for the first public 
performance. It would seem that the motive was one to 
exploit at the expense of the boys' recently discovered 
impulses to sing. 
Choral singing is uniquely the democratic art. 
It is not simply that choral art, it is a group 
art in which many may participate (though any 
group art is destined to grow in importance In 
our time and place); that I havo in mind is what 
singing together docs to the attitudes and 
understandings of the people vho participate. 
It is both motive and result: You like the 
fellow next to you and you know that together 
you can make something a lot more beautiful thEn 
cither of you could manage by yourself. Every­
body has a part hero. I mean artistically, not 
merely by the addition of sound. The successful 
chorus Is one in which each person carries the 
inter-oretlve responsibility, hvorybody creates. 
And the creation of beauty at this point depends 
upon mutual respect and understanding. 
Tn recent discussions with a number of music choral 
directors concerning boys' choral groups and their prob­
lems, all agreed, without question, about the value of 
unison singing among boys without previous vocal cxpori-
A ono-timo choral Instructor in The Moore School oncoi 
*Bobert Shaw, "Choral Art, Democracy in Music," 
Music Publishers Journal, May-Juno, 194o, p. ...1, 
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For Boys in Detroit, Michigan exhibited 
with boys' performing groups, 
sang unison most of the time, 
effioiont uso of music materials, trie results were 
gratifying and produced larger boys 
succeeding semester, 
^e.Oirla1 Q&m Club* Girls' glee clubs have 
extended an unusually powerful stimulus in developing high 
school music • The average music instructor, though not 
well qualified In vocal music training, will not hesitate 
to form singing groups carried on strictly through the 
medium of girls' voices, Ihe reasons are easily under­
stood. Girls are loss of a problem in music clasoos, 
they, by natural environmental influence in the home and 
in the grade schools, have continued to sing, for it has 
furnished them a means of belonging, of being before other 
students, teachers, and parents, It has provided the 
thrill of participating in seasonal programs, of talcing 
unusual success 
hie beginning boys' groups 
-- .rough proper planning and 
very 
organisations each 
port in operettas, musical festivals, and class musical 
activities. Girls know, too, that membership in the glee 
club is Imperative before they can belong to the mixed 
From the instructor's point of view, a group of 
treble voices, according to the use and abilities of die 
organisation, requires loss intensive training, better 
rmeic literature which is much more accessible in popular, 
seal-classical, and classical divisions. 
chorus« 
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B» fhe Voice Glass 
Hie purpose up fco the present point in this chapter 
' lias been to introduce the different vocal organizations 
in order of their importance, ways of enlarging, and the 
means of integrating each with the other, nothing has 
been mentioned of the qualifications of the teachor, the 
abilities of the students, and the facilities for music 
administration. It is, at this point, that the high school 
voice class makes demands of those qualifications. 
Qualifications of the Vocal Teachor. A group of 
singers reflects very clearly the knowledge, ability, and 
interest of its director. Hie following qualifications 
and characteristics are almost essential to the successful 
choral director: 
1. He must be a capable teacher who understands 
high school students, end he must have the 
personality which will attract end hold the 
interest of a large group, inspire, and hold 
their confidence, and kindle their enthusiasm 
while still commanding their respect, 
2. He should have a broad, general musical educa­
tion, with experience in other fields of music 
in addition to the vocal. 
3. He must have a knowledge of voices, their clas­
sification. protection, and development; an 
understanding of the means of combining them 
so as to bring out the richest harmonies and 
the finest shadings of tone; and the abllits 
to detect mistakes instantaneously ana to 
demonstrate or to assist any part needing help. 
4. He must have a thorough understanding 
choral repertoire, and an understanding of 
the technical problems of the reading and 
conducting various types of choral music, 
of 
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5« ilcj.raot Iiayo the ability to direct clearly and 
authorl ur.^lvoly and In such a way as to convert 
t:ie ensemble from a loosely associated 
Into a closely knit unit. 
6. He must have the dignity of hearing, erectnees 
Oi. carriage^ and. neatness of dross noccssaw" 
for an attractive appearance of the singers, 
and also the audience if there he one, ~ 
?• He must have the executive ability to plan a 
rehearsal before hand so that ©very minute 
1c used to advantage, and the plan performance 
which progresses smoothly and artistically. 
8. Ho nasfc have the love of music end the desire 
to share it with others; and also, the 
capacity of hard work, unlimited patience, 
and infinite attention to detail necessary 
for accomplishing this*® 
group 
The writer would, add qualifications more recently 
necessary for the vocal teacher: 
1. He should know the recent trends In teaching 
voices individually and know the group, temperaments of 
persons, and backgrounds of the people he is teaching, 
2. He mat train to get the most results, the best 
effects in the least time for his students' performances 
vibe then they be through the ne&iun of the radio, films, or 
voice recordings. 
•HK-guerite V. Hood, A mslo 
Schoolc. Unpublished Research irtject/ITnlWrcIt^ ox 




Student Qualifications. The voice class should be 
baa1callj a training workshop for persons especially 
interested in singing, and for those vdth son© previous 
training who propose to select nusic as a major subject 
in the school, with an aim to follow music in later life. 
If the school can afford more than one teacher in each of 
the two major depart- .onts—the instrumental and the vocal— 
the qualified vocal teacher can counsel and guide—one 
class for the boys and one for the girls—the number in 
each varying from thirty-five to forty pupils. The quali­
fications for entrance should bo, generally, a good knowl­
edge of music fundamentals, the ability to carry a tune 
and road simple two, threo, and four part music. 
Dykeraa and Gohrkens0 have this to say concerning 
boys' and girls' voice classes: 
In order to give a still more specific oppor­
tunity fox* vocal work, 'won;/ cenc.^r; ' - o inaugu­
rating voice classes. There has been considerable 
difference of opinion as to whether high school 
pupils should or should not begin voice lessons* 
fiany have favored such a start, citing examples 
of pf'Q&b singers who began to study in tno.~r 
early teens. Others have opposed the laea 
recalling instances of voices eaqplolted by vochl 
teachers and often strained permanently because 
use, during the formative period. 
lorlty of well informed music euu-
ttitude that thore is much about 
or girl of 16 or 17 
s to be a singer later 
of the earl 
At present 
cators take the a 
the singing voice that_ a bey 
ought to be learning if he i 
ic na 
©r. rt<-j-5r> v:'. Dykama and Karl k« Gohrkons, _ 
Teaching and" Administration of High, School MusiTTlBoston. 
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onB cstfX um-c if m la put in charge of a vise am: tjon-prepcred toucher, there la little 
danger ct fmridLng the voice* 
alio voice class hm Tzo&wme especially popular in 
the high schools of the 'United States* Sos© oclioolc have 
«too listed objectives of the voics class teaching* 
ft&ae ares 
1, do hs^vom tb* vocal production of mo individual, 
2* So bring about o de-slre to nee Hie voice correctly, 
for singing m& fptifclng* 
3« fo develop a repertoire for dosirabi© sons®, 
4# 25o foster a liking, for singing bodies in a group 
end In solo porfossaaace* 
S# tfc develop poise in the Individual before en . 
cudionoo, 
0* lo establish good diction In bo Hi singing end 
speaking# 
7* io develop a refined tacts In choice of conge# 
8, To establish proper aeatel. end physical conditions 
conducive to singing# 
3ae i-ieans of obtaining the objectives have likewise 
boon os pboslseu and are listed in regular orders 
1# bevolop correct habits of posture# 
2# Increase breath support through breathing sad 
physical releasing exoreiaoc* 
5# Strive to attain proper SJOO<I in th© Intorvro nation 
of the eons* 
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4, Development of uniformity of placement for all 
vowel sounds. 
5, Articulate well by means of emphasizing consonants, 
©specially the initial and final onos. 
6, Use of all factors contributing to both mental end 
physical coordination.7 
Voice Class Workshop. £be voice class workshop has 
pro veil to be one of the most popular classes for teachers 
uho want workshop ejcperlenee in learning the proper proce­
dures for training and developing, in a constructive man­
ner, the human voice in its.various stages of maturity. 
Choral Instructors will be advancing toward a bettor qual­
ity of singing in the senior high schools when the demands 
become greater in the selection of ©scperfc vocalists and 
not. well trained Instrumentalists who would uoo gloe olubs 
or voice classes as the means of acquiring a full schedule 
of teaching. 
She voice class if properly taught and efficiently 
administered will of its own inception lead toward finer 
smaller ensembles, and the a cappolla choir on the one 
side of the music curriculum, and toward a larger general 
music class open to all students interested in music. 
A recent movement In the teaching of singing 
has been the introduction of the voice class 
into the high school curriculum. It carries on 
the practice of unison singing of beautiful 
7Ibid., p. 481, 
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songs enjoyed, by the children in elementary 
graSos--a practice that should be continue? 
in junior and senior high school. It nro-
v Jt&0S Q~.x con*..'ItlJ,OSCL WEt^T t«0 ,'^iVG t)0^rS OXlCs 
girls training in the correct use of the 
voice in singing and in speaking; It rcvoals 
ana brings out talent oftentimes unsucrocted 
and undiscovered; and it develops an a—r*M 
troii i or good musical literature through 
teaching songs by Franz Schubert, Schumann, 
and other composers of standard worth,® 
0. 2Sie Small Ensembles 
ffrlos, • .uartotr., Sextets. The boys* quartet and 
its popularity in the school and community has been men­
tioned. Other groups that win favor with students and 
clubs within the city arc. tho girls* trio and the girls' 
sextet. Voices that are blended well together and sing­
ing songs that are within the singers* range, arc the first 
media for inciting interest among the students who can 
memorize the parts needed to be sung in the a cappella 
choir. Tko rendering of numbers by a good combination of 
singers tends to vary the program and gives vocalists in 
the larger organizations a chance to relax if tho perform-
Small groups that sound well ance is long and difficult, 
together can be booked for more and finer performances 
A dlences go other because of the ease of transporting, 
places as well as to the school to be entertained; there­
fore, the school must allow talent to appear before 
1e Glenn, "Singing in the senior High School," 
Hi# f. R. Ban*8 librarj 
frairie Vie* OniVerult* 
Vl#». 
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audiences elsewhere within and sometimes out of the city. 
Smaller grdups require less coaching, so there is a saving 
of the fcoachc-rfs time. Tine saved can be applied to the 
larger groups. 
whaller groups require less coaching because the 
small ensemble ±a so infinitely flexible, as well as educa­
tional. There is no pianist to wait for, if one of the 
SJ.X or seven is ill, die teacher can choose music with one 
loss pciPi>, and even the teacher is not indisponsable. One 
can easily imagine what will happen in almost any small 
ensemble—each member will Improve his eight reading abil­
ity and some of the group will become expert eight readers. 
The four players in a string quartet are usually the best 
eight readers in the school. And why shouldn't they bo 
when they spend so much time in individual sight playing, 
The singers in a small vocal ensemble also will Inevitably 
become excellent sight readers, for they, too, are con­
stantly reading new music, each one responsible for his own 
part—with no piano or organ to hinder the development of 
independence. 
Finally the small ensemble is so Important, because 
it can so easily bo used to carry over into after-school 
life. 
Hie madrigal group has be-Tho Madrigal dingers, 
come increasingly popular in colleges, universities, and a 
Every high school should plan to have few high schools, 
such an organisation In its music program, becauso it can 
bo implemented into a worthwhile choral concert and can bo 
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especially popular for Chris teas performances, 
prices many different combinations of mined voices and 
offers the opportunity for high caliber performances with 
xlashy COL jiffi.es and, lovely music characteristics of nadrl— 
gal singing. 
It com-
For school groups, unless six good independent 
solo voices are available, we have found the 
of ten to be the most satisfactory 
(two on each part) and four boys X 
baritone, end bass). inch a group is not too large 
to be flexible, and there la the advantage of two 
on a part in an SSATB song, or three girls each on 
the soprano and alto parts of an SATB part-song. 
It also G11OV;S more students to participate, r.oro 
than ton arc difficult to scat about a table, and 
a part of the madrigal singing tradition is that 
the singers should sing thus, informally, much as 
they sight have done in English hones of an evening 
during the last half of the sixteenth contury and 
the first quarter of the seventeenth century',u 
group 
with six girls 
two tenors, a 
Once a group has learned ono or two jolly ones, 
oucli as Ilorleys "Sing We and Chant It," or My 
Bonnio Lacs," they are dyed-in-the-wool madrigalians. 
Madrigals wore bitten as entertainment for a 
family group and their friends—chamber music with 
one or two voices to a part. Delicacy, charm, and 
flexibility are part of their nature; hence, most 
of them are not suitable for large choruses. 
Of course, a madrigal group should not restrict 
itself to madrigals, There is a wealth of folk­
song arrangements and many compositions of later 
composers, including many eon temporaries, which are 
most interesting and appropriate for a small 
ensemble of this kind." 
The A Cappells Choir. The unaccompanied choir, as 
well as the madrigal, would in all probability bo the 
QKrono, Cp. clt 
pp. 10C-107. 
p • 4» *» 
xe Ibid .*» 
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highest goal in tiaich to realise the students' finest 
performance» these Groups, one a select ensemble, the 
other the best trained large group in the school, include 
an equal proportion of girls and boys, or alnost so, and 
would naturally Justify a place in schools of a democratic 
society. According to Winelow:13, 
A program of music education cannot achieve 
democratic proportions until the number of boy 
participants approximates the number of girls". 
Such a program -mast begin in the primary grades 
and continue with equal vigor throughout the 
boy's school years and into his adult life. 
B# Administering the Choral Program 
15.10 Private Teacher. The positive influence of the 
private teacher must be felt in the program of music edu­
cation In the schools. Like arise, the program under the 
supervision and scrutiny of the public school music 
director should stimulate a demand for serious and effec­
tive private instruction# Both should work toward 1 '.prov­
ing the conditions for finer performance of the pupil in 
the school organizations and in private recitals. hove 
. all the pupil should not bo the "brunt" of any misunder­
standing that might arise between two professional music 
persons in the community. She criterion should be hotter 
p. 59. 
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teaching for more people during more frequent periods in 
the life of the individual, 
through Participation, in communities 
where lie music program. follows s. constructive 
building policy} the private teacher can assist 
training small classes for better performance, and check 
the abilities of those who have the inherent ability to 
load by precept and example, ahon professional people 
agree on the amount and quality of assistance, student 
leaders can offer the school, then they will be well on 
the ray toward emending community musical organizations, 
the spheres of Influence in music education. 
group 
upon 
That youngster coming into a high school, open-
oyod, eager for what is before hint, has not 
thrilled to the fun of singing in the assembly 
with the whole crowd; when persuaded to join a chorus, 
been taught songs he loved to sing, heard his chorus 
perform beautifully some music which lived in his 
heart, found new meaning in radio programs, learned 
tc attend community concerts; then desiring to sing 
in a more specialised group been asked tc join the 
choir, or become a member of the Boys' Quartet, or 
as a soloist—on, on, to new heights, other deeper, 
richer experiences—has he not felt on graduation 
day that music was a great part of his life, and 
he could take it with him to use wherever lie went? 
Such a lad has not only been changed outside and in, 
but he has effected changes in other people's lives, 
too. And so, education has fulfilled its aim, and 
music has lived as a great social force in the lives 
of men. -die individual has learned poise, self-
expresaicn, and ability to create and function in 
society. 
A13 Curriculum Study, "She Building of Better Social 
Expression Through the Vocal Music Program in Public 
Secondary Schools,1941. P» EC. 
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Bio true value of the nuetc department 1« 
^ °®ry-ovw. Are the, toys and 
fi£&.V, a^,JSS^^?-kS2Ei 
«v!l %•? ¥'« X» r;~ •' V","~"~ . •*• tiio vocal nucxc cieparfcpont la functioning and ezpandlna in the ia J 
nMmCuw 
luIbid p.•55. _•' 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPAHDB3G THE DEMAID3 FOR IHSTRUMEHTAL MUSIC 
ilio plan J. or expanding the instrumental program 
duplicatos, to some extent, the plan outlined in the vocal 
division. The media enumerated are (A) through appropriate 
selection, (B) proper training and materials, (C) corro-
lating the phases of'students* training, (D) through 
immediate objectives, (E) through long range objectives. 
A, Ways of Selecting Students for Cadet Training 
Selection Through Consumer Public Media. Pupil 
growth at any level is one of the uncertainties of teaching. 
This may be a reason why teaching presents a now challenge 
each day for teachers who love their work and "live their 
It is intended to convince tho- reader that a whole-work ." 
sal© plan for enlarging the instrumental music deportment 
on a socondary level is possible by convincing students 
of tho neod to study an instrument suitable to students' 
abilities and liking, and thus build outstanding organl-
Sorae students may beoone outstanding performers, 
but tho greater number will become the consuming public 
which has learned to enjoy music bocausc of actual member­
ship in musical groups at some tin© before in uhoir lives. 
Specifically, then, instrumental courses should aim to 
develop in tho students the ability to play tones of 
zations. 
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pleasing quality, to acquire enough technique to road music 
v/oll enough to be played at home, In the church and in 
numerous school activities. The students should bo given 
the opportunity to loam the standard numbers in tho band 
and orchestra repertoire, and devolop an appreciation for 
representative literature. 
Students who have appeared indifferent toward musical 
activities in the grade school end In tho junior high school 
Trill not blossom forth as a part of a great and hurriod 
contribution to tho superior playing organisations. It' 
should be remembered, however, that boys and girls during 
the early years, experience difficulties in becoming easily 
adjusted to environmental influences set up before them in 
their daily behavior. Certainly then, it would seem 
» 
reasonable that the high school music instructor continue 
a process of selection through a media based on various 
traits built around the students' earlier scholastic history, 
Selection ghreugh the Medium of the School Office 
Students who excel in most of the academlo school Record, 
subjects are apt to bo reliable for recruitment Into bogin-
purthermore, studonts who have ning instrumental classes, 
been promoted in tho academic subjects have proved their 
It would bo a natter for the merit to be considered, 
director to set up a worth while program of creating and 
sustaining interests as they apply to the students indivldu-
The office roccrd should be intorpret-ally and collectively, 
ed more as a means to show in which direction growth nas 
been in evidence with tho pupil; not as a moans of searching 
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for pact weaknesses to serve as a criterion for elimination 
beforo the pupil has oven been given a fair chanco. 
As on educational subject, band work is lustlfiAri 
MSSfoSl 
understood by all nations of Hie sopld. Ono of tho 
Ptoses of ̂ cation Is learning to enjoj life™™ 
£i-llj• One OJ. the principle things vhi ch justify the 
of money to maintain a band in our §gh 
school is the large amount of satisfaction which it 
Gives to boys and girls in after life. The boy who 
learns to play a trumpet or clarinet well in his high 
school days is going to carry it away from school, 
men he leaves, something vhleh will bo a satisfaction 
tc nam all of his life* The girl who learns to slay 
a violin or a cello possesses a bit of culture which 
will give ploasure to others, and will be a source of 
inspiration to herself in time of discouragement and 
sorrow, Latin and mathematics have not the sane carry­
over which music possesses. They soon drop into misuse 
and are forgotten, but music is a constant source of 
uplift and pleasure. 
Selection Through Talent Testing. The instructor 
should take the initiative in seeking out pupils who are 
capable for musical training. Of the number who will take 
music talent test in the ninth and tenth grades, If not in 
the more advanced group, will be able to play for the all-
It is worth vMle to go round minor school activities* 
beyond the grades mentioned above with the intention of 
testing for an indication of pupils beginning on an instru-
Aptitudo tests are not infallible but they give eono 
Indication of talent to help the teacher make his selection 
The important factors to be tested 
ment* 
and to give advice. 
1Arthur Goranson, The High School Band, Yearbook of 
Tho Husic Educators1 lationalumferonce, llJ33, p. 140. 
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would Include tests on tonal memory, pitch discrimination 
and rhythm discrimination*; Students' records which 
considered satisfactory or better, should have Individual 
cards on which are noted such Items as I. Q., academic 
grades for the previous year, citizenship, and grade school 
teacher rccomraendatlons; Sometimes it is worth while to 
tlio toac.-.iop to include information concerning previous 
irist. -ttmental exporicnces, if any, or exploratory Inotru-
nents, ability to sing, and to Include previous knowlodgo 
of music fundamentals» A pupil' s preference will always 
be a factor to be included. Some of the tests available 
ares' 
are 
1. General Tests 
a. Testa of Musical "Sensitivity" 
(1) "Seashore Measures of Musical Talents," 
Revised Edition 
{a) Grades 5-6 
(b) Time involved 
(c) Six records and manual plus 
200 test blanks 
(2) Kwalwasser-Djdcema (K-D) Tests 
(a) Information concerning these 
may be obtalnod C. Fischer, 
Hew York 
b. Music Achievement Tests 
(1) Beach Music Tests 
(2) Drake Muslcla Memory Tests 
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(3) Gildorsleeve Tost 
(4) Kwaltmaser-Mch Tost of Musical 
Accomplishment 
2* Adaptation Tests (physical characteristics 
pertaining to individual instruments) 
a# Cornet or trumpet 
(1) ilodlun- si zed, fairly ovon tooth 
(2) Lower Jaw not to protrude or recede 
too much} in other words, individuals 
with extreme "open bites" should not 
attempt to play the small brass 
instruments. 
(3) Lips not too heavy 
b* Trombone, baritone, tuba 
(1) Almost straight Jaw and tooth 
(2) Medium lips 
(3) Tooth average also 
(4) Students with extreme "open bites" 
can not bo too successful in adjusting 
to medium sized brass mouth pieces -
c * French Born 
(1) Good sense of pitch 
(2) Sensitive lips 
(3) Perseverance 
(4) Previous experience on some other 
brass instrument if possible 
d# Clarinet and saxophone 
(1) Average Jaw, toeth and lips 
56 
(2) Well padded fIncogs at tips 
{o) Quickness in perception 
e. Flute and piccolo 
U> Average sized lips—'Smooth 
(2) Good "breath control 
{3) Ability to whistle 
f. Oboe, English horn,.bassoon 
(1) lips that can be curled over teeth 
(2) Sven teeth, not too large 
(3) Especially sensitive to pitch 
(4) Previous experience on single reed 
instruments if possible 
{55 Aptitude for playing small ensemble 
liter attire 
g* Percussion instruments 
(1) Sonse of rhythm 
(2) Average muscular reaction 
Thero is some Values Derived From Testing Students, 
doubt about giving a physical test for the playing of double 
reed instruments# These instruments, like the strings, 
should be started in the junior high school, also, that all 
of these tests would be confusing to the average ninth 
grade student, and furthermore, the instructor could place 
little value on them to be used as a criterion for starting 
a student of the ninth or tenth grade on an Instrument. 
The tests and results would be of value to the school music 
educator, who could report Ms findings with that of c^her 
music educators within certain localities. It would be 
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helpful as a moans of fisaklng further tests to discover 
measure the amount of progress made in music and that 
procedures should he offered In order to awaken a greater 
interest in the field, locally, nationally and internation­
ally# Schoon has this to say about the status of 
music research in this country? 
and 
Hy survey of the present status of psychology 
music loads mo to the conclusion that the development 
of scientific music research in this country Is a 
credit to the psychologist and. a disgrace to the public 
school music educator# Hie disgrace is two-foldt first, 
in that the school music profession lias made next to no 
use of the rich treasure of scientific music literature 
in its bearing on school musicf second, in that school 
xmslc people have made next to no contribution to the 
problem of placing music education on a scientific 
basis. In this respect school music is the orphan of 
school subjects# Since the advent of the scientific 
movement in education some twenty years ago, there have 
been reported in the. educational journals 221 studies 
on arithmetic, 436 studies on reading, 415 on language, 
126 on spoiling, 62 on writing, and not one on school 
music, I have counted some 300 experimental studies on 
music made in the last ten years, which does not exhaust 
the number# Of theso not one boars directly on music, 
and not one is by a person engaged in school music#" 
of 
More Efficient Programming# Testing is vital for 
discovering abilities in high school students# then music 
educators become more specific in testing procedures, the^ 
will bo more likely to include instrumental music (in the 
eyes of other departments) on a more equal level in the 
curriculum. This trill result in more efficient program tog, 
and include a greater number participating in music. 
aMax Sclioea, "School Music and 1035^53*pp. 
Music Teachers' national Association Proo ' y V— 
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B, Training the Student 
Instrumental Classes. 
A progressive schedule would include active class work 
during earlier periods of each day for the -ore advanced 
organisations. The latter part of the day would bo spent 
in training neglrming students'- in like Instrument classes| 
the clarinets in one class, the trumpets in one class, the 
strings in a separate class, and the percussion in a class 
It would be advisable to meet daily; if this 
» 
is impossible a staggering plan might bo included, 
students would not lose interest, the instructor should 
introduce full band experience in playing easier pieces at 
the very earliest time, 
week as an extra curricular class, 
of Its own. 
So that 
The full band could meet twice a 
Functioning Ibctra-curr iculor Classes. An ambitious 
Mil, |»>|M IIHIIIII n»"- imn'U "•> IIII I, »M» • I •!' I—.'I Hi"'-" I«'IHIHWWI||<' III lit' 1—»1|||«»I Wmn—l.n . n '.WW 
instructor will realise the possibilitos of extra-curricu­
lar activities, and in order to keep the interest high with 
the senior instrumentalists, he trill plan to meet at least 
once G week, and twice a week if the time permits, the 
small string ensembles, woodwind ensembles, and brass 
He should endeavor to hold active interest in the groups• 
dance orchestra if there is the desire and nood for nt; 
however, if the training groups need extra help it would 
be advisable to turn Ms attention from the danco orchestra 
for the time being by placing it in the hands of a capable 
The emphasis should constantly bo shifting from student, 
the few specialists in music organizations in the high schools 
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to the special Ins traction of secondary groups which should 
bo larger, oven though thoy lack quality. 
Influence of the Indoor Performance in the procGOO 
of selling the instrumental program, the whole spirit of 
the enterprise is the "display of the wares Students 
Bust bo performing-beginners, playing their instruments 
not too well, but receiving the satisfaction of releasing 
the outlet to do, to bo heard, to be seen. If the sounds 
eliminated are orderly, not overblown, and a real sincere 
attempt is made at producing thorn, the rendition will be 
satisfactory to the many who play and to the "pals" of the 
lads who play and are anxious to be given a chance to 
become members. The teacher must not forget that the 
"sisslo sells the steak." 
Music Literature. 
A number of our present day American composers are 
writing definitely for high school orchestras, some­
times on specific request. As they become acquainted 
with the capabilities of young people they should be 
able to obtain the effects which they desire and still 
keep their technical demands within the abilities of 
their players, Tills Idea of writing with consideration 
for tho technical limitations of the players seldom 
occurred to the older writers for professional organi­
sations! yet we know that some of the standard composers 
such as Haydn, especially in some of his chamber nuslo, 
occasionally wrote very simple parts xor pliers who 
were not very'expert such as himself as a colxls t x 
a string trio.3 
The problem of soleoting material for use by the 
school band and orchestra leads to the question of the 
sPeter W. Dykema 
and Mmini s tr at Ion of High School, gwe# Boston, 
S^rcHarcl and uonpany, iu4u, p, 
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function and purposes of these or sanitations, Aro they 
maintained prxmnr-Lly to serve uhe school and ocssmuni ty in 
connection with athletic ©vents, civic celebrations, 
concerts, and the like or do they exist chiefly as media 
for education through the development of special skills and 
the cultivation of artistic attitudes? The obvious support 
of school bands and orchestras should serve both of these 
desirable ends. To ignore the service function would result 
in loss of public interest in the organisations and would 
deprive the students of valuable incentive for continued 
membership, while to slight the educational feature would 
remove the last argument for the inclusion of Instrumental 
music in the school curriculum at public expense. 
The music library should include examples of the 
boot available material in each of the various categories. 
There are reputable, good, bad and indifferent street 
marches, to bo judged upon the basis of melodic content, 
harmonic interest, construction, dynamic variation and 
arrangement. 
Men like Hlndonith are showing us today that reputable 
music can be written with parts of varying degrees of diffl-
Competont arrangers therefore eventually produce ouity, 
arrangements of many of the classics which will e -catly 
extend the use of these invaluable works educationally. 
She music litoraturc should not be allowed to become hackned. 
4a 
C. Understanding and Correlative Iftrerv 
Phase of the Student's Training u 
Proper r.ofchods# Teaching instrumental music in the 
present day school should allow high school beginning 
students to play as a full organization in concerts, even 
within a school year# Inexperienced Instructors co-aid 
afford to read, among the many excellent hand and orchestra 
hooks, one by H, A# Vandercook, outstanding authority on 
high school hand and orchestra training, BTeaching the 
High School Band.'' The author emphasizes ten essential 
points in training a high school band, namely* 
Assume at all tines the proper position for pi eying 
as well as to understand breeath control# 








3# Produce all tones within the playing register of 
as well as iiis instrument with the usual fingering 
have a knowledge of the various fingerings which 
may be used to best advantage in the complicated 
passages# 
4. Understand as well as to demonstrate the proper 
5, Play the scales in the keys most commonly used 
on ills instrument as well as the chromatic and the 
most Important minor scales# 
Play all intervals up to and Int a vc 
the broken chords in the keys moo c 6. as well as 
used. 
7. Have the oar trained in such a "gf®? « f £goy enabled to voice oith accuracy the notos as 
appear on the printed sheet# 
8# Demonstrate a good understanding of tho Vl"i-
tompos in general use# 
9. Rapid and accurate readies of evcrythins on the 
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counting* tfno jSle^aylS^the^cLpl^fiJuSL 
in music net with in the various tempos" 
10, Have a working knowledge of tho art of plavincr with egression.* p ,y ie 
A text recently written by a very popxilar music 
conductor from the University of Iowa, Charles B, Klghter8 
offers consider able material on procedures, especially on 
teaching the high school orchestra. The book approaches 
the problem facing the school music director, who would 
knot; tho most efficient ways of increasing tho number of 
performers in tho school orchestra* from a two-fold vlew-
(1) the organisation of teaching} (2) the basic point: 
methods for mooting the dally problems of the classroom. 
Other books could be mentioned, along with many recent 
magazine articles and survey of methods, which any 
ambitious Instructor could read an employ as a means of 
information toward building finer and larger instrumental 
organizations. 
Musical Challenges, Students in the adolescent 
-ir - n m irr- i,n n>. „ i l, i • H I i ri l ill ' "TT -T IT"—— - '' *• "" 
high school ago aro constantly undergoing that period in 
their lives vixen thoy are bolng challenged by superiors, 
classmates of similar and the opposite sou, and by the 
teachera in the various school fields. They likewise 
chollongo each other. Many times difficult passages, with 
4H* A. Vandercook, Teaching tho High School Band, 
Cliieago, 1926, pp» 9-10, 
sCharles Boardman Klghter, Success 
School Qrchostras and Bands, Paul Schr-Itfc vf „» 
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exceedingly catchy rhythm can "be mastered, individually 
and. by groups mainly through the process of tryouts in 
seating vrluhin the organisations. Students become vrf.de 
awake to the procedures systematically carried out, if with 
fairness, and a very dynamic effect in learning takes place 
at once. 
The essence of all great skill and power is not 
in habituation or routine at all, but in the 
capacity to meet flexibly end intelligently'the 
complex shifting demands of real situations. 
One has but to experience the difference in learning 
with the tryouts in performance and with the ordinary 
routine; students aspire to be at the head of organizations 
and they will work and think especially difficult situations 
through rather than lose their chair to a contender. 
It makes no difference Functioning Award System, 
how old an individual my be, a certificate of some kind 
It is something is an incentive to the one rocieving it# 
which aids in do: onstrating tho proficiency of the person 
The presentation of on in-whose name appears upon it, 
expensive certificate at a public performance for serious 
in tho practice improvement or for regular participation 
mole organisations, and other scholastic goals, help to 
stimulate a powerful and moving Interest, in the band 
It is better, however, to present certificates in the 
3James L, "Morsel! and Mabcllc 
of School tteoic Torcliin,;;, Boston# S— . rosffrvr 4sr: 
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grade schools to servo as a requlrmsnt for entrance in the 
high school organizations, 
Awards may bo earned in the high school on those 
requirements: 




5, Separate School Merit Awards 
The first four requirements were basic in all the eleven 
high schools: the fifth requirement functioned at the 
discretion of the individual schools, The system worked 
unusually well and served to create much interest among 
the students who belonged to instrumental organisations, and 
among those who desired to join. 
hpoolal Classes for the Slow Student, Ho matter 
how systematic the scheduling of the school classes may be, 
there are a number of students (not too well adapted to 
their particular instrument or who have not caught the 
spark of performing) who will "lag" behind the more glx ucd 
ones, Special attention must be given to slower people, 
keeping in mind always that the purposes of instrumental 
activities should bo strengthening the individual aesthetical­
ly and morally rather than "packing" the student full of 
knowledge and facts. If the teacher enjoys tl^e subject, 
enjoys leading students ever on to higher mediums and 
his students displays an unusual amount of perseverance, 
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will sense it end will bo ever on the alert to improve. 
Since the aim of all education is the development and 
socialization of the individual, it would seen: that 
singularly significant part could bo placed by music in 
the development of tho student whether he is talented or 
slow, finale enables the student to develop on appreciation 
for reputable music| it enables him to crspreas himself both 
directly and. indirectly, and it aids in producing a sane, 
joyous, balanced outlook upon life by preparing the student 
to fit effectively into the community, this being true, 
special classes should bo provided for the slow student 
so that he may bo able to hold his rightful place in society, 
a 
Correlating the Instrumental Department With the 
The instrumental music teacher must be iholc School, 
wide awake to what is happening in the other school depart-
friendly discussions out of school with other 
teachers and student3 regarding their problems, interest 
and hobbles will help establish this condition, 
should have ample materials at Ixand with which to help other 
acnts. 
She teacher 
teachers in the matter of correlation of subject natter. 
The lnstru-Horo will bo said of tills in another chapter, 
mental music de. artnont must work in harmony with other 
EDisic classes in the school—the general music classes, 
Combined rendition music appreciation and the choral groups, 
of compositions by choral end instrumental groups is a 
valuable experience for the students. There aro numerous 
be correlated if the ways in which the music classes may 
teachers concerned are on the alert to recognise t^e 
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possibilities and the benfits derived, Tills whole business 
or process of correlating results in a Greater interest for 
more students of nasic and In better relationships within 
the whole school. It is entirely a ratter of far sighted 
planning "the work and working the plan," 
G takes tin© but It is worthy of the most 
valuable place on your schedule, A person may be 
fairly successful without it, but he'is always more 
successful tilth it. Remember that it is not"how 
fact we go In our effort to get to a certain elaco, 
but rather the direction in which we go that really 
counts. It is the tine spent in thoughtful planning 
of our work that gives the right direction in which 
to go.7 
Plaxmln 
Immediate Objectives for Expanding Instrumental 
Training, 
1, To acquire through the playing of music a knowledge 
of Its symbols, structure, principles, types, and powers, 
2, To discover new talent and to foster its growth, 
3, To develop school spirit and loyalty, 
4, To develop exactness in response and perfect eye, 
oar, mind and muscular control. 
5, To develop sensitivity to tempo ana dynamics, 
6, To perform simple musical compositions in solo and 
ensomble« 
7. To transfer to instrumental music the techniques 
of vocal music. and appreciation acquired during early years 
'Fetor W. Dyfceoa and Karl W. Optoma,,.®' 
end Aaolnlcfc-'ttlor. of Hlfft 2^°<£JfeiS.' Bo_t 
B^fcEaixi and Company, ItTqCf, 'p# 
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8, To give c: ilc.ren worth while end satisfying 
©notional- experiences. 
0. To discover and. direct talent. 
Long-range Objoctivcs for Expanding Instrumental 
Training, 
To give the child training which will per nit him to 




2, To provide a medium through which the child car-
create art according to Ms standards, •understanding, and 
interpretative ability, 
3. To provide opportunity for the development of an 
under a tending of the worth virile in instrumental music, 
4. To provide a leisure time activity for the student 
both as a performer and as a creative listener, 
5, To socialise the cMld. 
6. To develop the ooncontrativo powers of the child, 
7, To acquire a familiarity with music literature 
through the performance of good material# 
8, To correlate, integrate and unify music with other 
activities, subjects, and units of study, 
instrumental music program that v • To maintain cn 
will to be musical, 
and love of the worthy and 
will culminate in a 
10, To develop a desire 
beautiful. 
11. To devolop a pride in accomplishment, 
lovo and appreciation of tin. beauty in 12, To create a 
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mslc and to. lay the foundation for an Intelligent method 
and of die criminating, he ire en good and had music. 
To develop wholesome social attitudes fosterod by 
discipline, co-operation and subornation of self to the 
interests of the group. 
13* 
Music education should be approached through the 
child's aesthetic experience, and facts about music 
should be acquired in a purposeful learning situation. 
The functional approach, based upon the conception that 
effective learning tsites place only when there la interest, 
welcomes vital opportunities to relate music to other 
In this heightened interest will be found many and studies. 
varied opportunities for teaching music, and the needed 
Music should technical development will be forthcoming, 
function in relation to the entire curriculum in which it 
It may enrich, broaden and deepen 
social understanding, and has a significant contribution 
to make to human development as an expressive aru. 
has a dual function. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXP/JfDIHG INTERESTS FOR SHE MUSIC PROGRAM 
The purpose end plan of this chapter is to detemlne 
tho motives neodod to bring about an Informed school and 
cosr-unity concerning the activities of a dynamic nasic 
pros1*®® the schools, Tho chapter is divided Into three 
headings: (1) The Vital Publicity Program; (2) The Vital 
Participating Program; (3) Tho Vital Integrative Program, 
Without the proper functioning of those motives, the 
secondary school rrrusic program lacks tho stimulation to 
keep it progressing successfully from year to year. 
A, The Vital Publicity Program 
The public supports Music Publicity in General, 
music by attendance at school concerts, symphonies, outdoor 
concerto, theatres, lodges, restaurants, conventions, 
Music parades, on the screen and listening to the radio. 
Publicity soemo to stimulate or entertain the public. 
employed in the field of music acquaints the public with 
the artists in the profession; it informs people of the 
bands and orchestras playing nationally and in a given 
area; it creates public opinion that Is intelligent, 
Publicity, through the newspapers, informed and favorable, 
by moans of tho radio, and through social gatherings, has 
for music in the schools, Played the role of "second fiddle 
the concert halls, and in the theatre: without it, music 
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(as any othor profession) •would, sadly lack in a following. 
Ccnc©£fLnent of facts from the people, or little 
bettor, passive indifferonce to their ri$it to know 
thing of tho institution that serves them, has often kept 
business enterprises from earning the support that was 
rightfully theirs. 
Music Publicity In Community, 
publicity could bo outlined as follows! (1) newspapers— 
tho placing of storios and pictures in the papers, 
generally varying articles considerably if given to more 
It la best to display 
articles in a newspaper and alternate with separate articles 
for the other paper at a different time. 
some-
The media for 
than one newspaper tho same day, 
If one lives in 
a large city, he should place articles in the Sunday edition 
If he livos in a small in the music and drama sections, 
community he should write articles on music constantly, 
varying the use of human interest stories keeping the facts 
around the how, the why, whore, and when; (2) publicity 
through wire features and photo syndicates J (o) magazine 
articles, especially the music magazines boys and girls of 
high school age enjoy reading! (4) special publications, 
bulletins of town ovents; (5) tleaps with advertising 
which constitute an effective publicity technique; (G) 
publicity through announcements, booklets, letters, tele­
grams, stickors, brochures and inserts; (7) Group or 
media notion picture news reels (used effectively by 
music camps), displays, e±hi-
MUona ana aliens! (6) publicity through the aodiua of the 
mass 
national and local summer 
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radio and telephone. tjpo of publicity teooa 
conramity active and «tta( »», if it appeal, to them. 
wont to belong 
One has but to 
bo remindod of the added Interest In Jazt or popular music 
In tho last ten years to be aware of tills fact, 
states that: 
an entire 
Certainly she students in high school will 
to enterprises well before the public ©ye. 
H, H, Bauns 
- n ?1- £' lon- program of public relations or 
publicity, aesigned with an eye to maturing results 
five or nor ©years in the future, the school is sn 
effective medium# Association programs with a 
poronnlnl product to.sell will find the school's 
worth, effort, and expense, Adding to tho effective­
ness of schools, every idea put over with the 
children stands a good chance of being plugged by tho 
lclds in their homes. 
It Is estimated that cor® 6,000,000 pupus are 
enrolled in America's high schools, with more than 
20,000,000 others in kindergarten and elementary 
schools, a total of more than 20 per cent c£ the 
entire population of the country, The United States 
has clraost 20,000 principals and more than 850,000 
add to this tiie private and parochial teachers: 
schools one their 2,500,000 pupils and 90,000 teachers. 
Add to tills the night schools, summer schools, part-
time schoolsj extension schools, colleges, and 
universities. 
Tliis fertile field is a legitimate publicity 
medlurn. It can be approached by means of private 
films, reading lists","special publications, speakers 
bureaus, posters, announcements, the penetration of 
school papers, and special efforts to win x 
sympathy and active cooperation of the teache* ... • 
One has but to consider viewpoints of export 
business oxecutlvos to realise that it. pays to keep the 
activities of students in the music organisations before 
^Herbert M, Bauns, Fubllclty-j^Z tg. 
.and Place It, Hew York, Harper and Brothe.s, 
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the public by v/ay of the newspaper, the radio, the telephone, 
and other equally effective agencies mentioned. 
Publicity (Through tho High School ITomsoawn^ 
teachers find it profitable to attract attention to the 
nature CM the articles in the school paper, The present-
day teacher could hardly afford to do otherwise. Especially 
significant Is the type of publicity given athletics, dra­
matics, and music departments J therefore, from the student 
"viewpoint, the wtiole life of tho school centers on every 
after-school activity. He fools tho importance of taking 
part either as a player, a performer, as a listener, or, as 
a "rooting" fan. Because of the high class competition 
that takes place in the publicity receiving groups, it 
behooves the music leader to keep Ms performing groups, 
among tho best in look in crder to create healthy attitudes 
and respect from the student body as a whole. For this 
reason, the music department must function through the 
director, through the music students, and their leaders to 
"quicken the pulse" of the school newspaper * Three to five 
students who play or sing or belong to listening groups 
All 
should, in some capacity, be connected directly or .indirectly 
with the agency of nows In the school. Every issue of the 
papor, mother daily or weekly, should carry interesting 
incidents and appealing stories about the band, the orchestra 
and the vocal organizations. The stories should center 
at students interest levels, around individuals or groups 
vital and frosh In their pronouncements, because tho school 
newspaper is the r.ain artery in providing greater partlcl-
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pation j-i the school music classes* Otto declares: 
^ ̂ tiring the past fcv; years, high school news-
considerable progress* ^*O3.4T nf 
difficulties, hij* school papers Shorkfklnr 
strong, bat they are stronger than ever,® 
In the larger high schools the newspapers all cw for 
special review departments in drama, films, and music. 
Otto further relates in an article on criticism in music, 
as follows: 
The criticism of music is similar to the 
criticism of drama and is frequently written by the 
dramatic critic. To be of much value to the reader, 
it must be written by an experienced musician who 
can appreciato the fine points of music and express 
them in cffoctive language. With the great emphasis 
on music in the high schools today, the high school 
paper should include music reviews, 
As a rule, it is" best for the reporter to give 
the facts of the performance In straight news 
style, including any information of special interest, 
end giving the Impression that the musical perform­
ance made a "hit" with the audience. If the staff is 
lucky enough to include a talented musician, the write-
up nay contain points of real appreciation,' 
A few practical suggestions for submitting articles 
to newspapers arc offered: 
8 1/2 by 11 inches. 
2. The article should be in correct SS?tiS?^ tc turn over to the typesetter without rewriting 
or excessive editing. 
"William *• a"8jS?S&ffla yy-Iilnos , Hew York 
pp. 247-240, °Ibid 
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Lp'SSild0SSoS1L?^are:?f<^f flr?l pae°* 
the school, and theaJS OT *££ tL ^Hrl?OT* 
released for publication, If 
4- SI SJ&*0*- 10OT° 
The title and 
page, with an 
5. *SMT, afs4ssiS-
s&^'ss ssf ̂ 'ttSjfl&fgiJtrssg 6# 
7. Keep a duplicate copy of each story you send out. 
This is for file purposes, and for checking what 
you nave previously written when you prepare the 
next story. Carbon file copies are handy in 
numerous ways—and usually needed most when you 
don't have them. 
8. Send special stories to'each paper, if you have 
more than one newspaper. Mien supplying the same 
copy to more than one paper, see that ail papers 
the con amity have the same release at the 
sane time—and make it dear to all that the 
release is general, not exclusive, 
in 
13© dofinite and accurate about dates, hours, places, 
persons, titles and composers, etc. Use the 
dictionary and musical reference works freely, so 
that you lrnow your copy is right "before you submit 
it. Got yourself a reputation with your editors 
for "knowing your stuff in the field of music, 
but don't try to show off by using words or expres­
sions that are imnesaarily tochnic&l or "ivory 
tower" when simple English will do. 
Seek help from the brothers and sisters of the 
faculty who specialise in writing and language 
uses. You can got a lot of help—and perhaps 
givo help to tliem. Some of the best articles in_ 
the Journal in recent years were prepared oy 
educators with the cooperation of English, c 






Tke music Publicity Through the High School Annual. 
^Raymond II, Carr, "Some Thoughts and Suggestions 
About the Art of Telling tfat World , Music educators 
iSywial, April, 1246, p. 35. 
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educator can discover 130 Usually good idcaa through 
study of the school annual. He nay aeo In the 
student improvement from year to i 
annual 
year in writing and tailing 
He will gain a bettor insight 
a school periodical If ho studios 
of the pictures in progress* 
into the value of such 
annuals from other schools and makes comparisons, In 
almost every instance tho instructor sees a year's work, 
"packed" full of good sayings, dedications, appreciations, 
faculty activities, student activities, all vdth well 
thought out statements written about these activities, and 
inserted under every picture which is clear to see and 
understand, Most of the pictures taken are action pictures, 
Sfcat an opportunity this provides for tho wide-awake music 
educator. He should be especially proud when students are 
constantly tal:ing snapshots of the band in various positions, 
on tho field, in the rehearsal room, on the auditorium stage; 
or pictures of the chorus, the glee clubs, the ensembles, 
the orchestra; or when the front cover features tho chorus, 
orchestra or bond. Shis spells success to the department. 
It is publicity that draws opinions from administrators, 
students, and parents. It does not com© easily—the 
director with the camera-trained students is ever soliciting 
appraisal for better pictures in the annual, for pictures 
tell something, clear pictures, pictures representing 
Joy, enthusiasm and activity, pictures that feature design 
®hd pattern, pictures that ropresent uniformity, but most 
Important, pictures that tell a story of the music from 
September until June of the next calendar year without the 
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uso of «or*a for further portrayal. »A ploturo ohould 
attract and hold attention• and should, 'tell the 
Without the aid of much 
story1 
explanatory reading matter,"5 
'£.10 Gu-c^cscful nusiO department should strive fo"1 
pictures, largo and small, 
many 
in the students1 school annual. 
It must not fail bo show the 'daylight1" of school activities 
over wnich the music department has an important assignment. 
B, The Vital Participating Program 
Mnlnsi trators and music educators have ho en interest­
ed in bringing to the peqple the results of the year's work, 
through superior and excellent performance of the high 
scliool instrumental and choral groups. Without good partici­
pating groups, other means of publicity would soon lose 
effectiveness. Since the first World War, hands, orchestras, 
and choruses became larger, performed more efficiently from 
year to year, because they took part In city, district, 
state, and national festivals for ©valuations given at the 
close of oach scliool year. 
Festivals Competitions and competition festivals 
will play an Important role in the new music participating 
They will bo performed as a direct valuo to the 
Spiccr has this to say of the festival: 
program, 
community. 
The fact that the festival is a practical means 
of doing away with individualism and of dovloping 
"Raymond A, Carr, "Lot Us Hot Hid© Our Ligho Unc.Or 
1 " I.Iueic Educators' Journal, April, 1946, p. oo. a Bushel, 
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talent of all rather then that of a few Is pe^hnoe 
sSciS ;alue!g°nG°St ln *««>* of ItV P 
She feels that the educator should stress festivals 
from e spiritual, artistic, social, and educational aim. 
Festivals should represent the talents of the 
various nationalities in the comunity if thev 
to increase participation In performance in the 
school. 
arc 
This vlovjpoint is further emphasized by Mary Porter 
Boeglo and Jack Randall Crawford who mutes 
The whole point lies in the fact that It is not 
and cannot be the work of a single Individual, It 
is the cooperative art in vtiich there is opportunity 
for all to share according to the measure of their 
time and skill,6 
She writer There are many types of festivals, 
would not mention the huge band, orchestra and choral 
nget together* performances, but mentions instead the 
seasonal festivals, 3uch as !'The live of St, John, 
religious there in a coranunlty ; "The Feast of Ingethoring 
Is based on the harvest songs and dances of many peoples; 
"Following the Star" and many equally appropriate yule tide 
on a 
an M,,v Gindvs Spicer, "The Social Factor In 
" gob new xork, JU23, Festivals, Women*s Press 
P. 22. 
7 Ibid 
•Mary Portor Becglc and ^^fSlFuSd^tS' auspices 
Community Drama and Pagoan^V* " 1916, p# 15, of Yale University Dramatic Association, loi » P 
p. 23. •» 
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season festival themes j and "The Triumph of Spring," a 
Hey Day type, Llany times spring festivals can bo given 
with. visiting eohoola, presenting the music, costumes, 
dance a and songs of a certain country, In tills type of 
festival many schools must take part in order to got a 
good cross section of the countries represented. 
In the production of the festival "Itasio Through 
The Agon," Llxmoll has this to say concerning the out­
come: 
Participation in a festival of this type most 
assuredly stimulates interest in a worthy subject, 
and contributes to the growth and development of 
the child.8 
Splcer defines the festival as: 
The unification of pan torn'ma, dance and song, or 
color, rhythm, and sound through a common theme of 
emotional" or religious significance. It gives en 
opportunity for self-oppression of the group rather 
than that of the individual, and of the entire 
community rather than that of the chosen few of 
marked dramatic or musical ability# 
Pa:-cantry. The pageant is primarily a splendid 
•• • ii i II • in 
spectacle. 
an S&SSf.E&'S f GW# of °tSo°f 
0Adelaide Llnnell, The Sebo^&etivel, Ohicago, 
Charles Scribner'e Sons, ld':'i,P* 
Spioer, Op# Pit., P* 10 
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MM m£*ilon 01 " idec' rtPta0 or 
gucii ox alio pageantry in the schools today is based 
on mass performance—fall football opectevlea with bands, 
and athletic toons participating, This is taken from the 
splendid college stadium spectacles presented in various 
sections of the United States, These performances proper­
ly administered, take over a big percentage of the school 
enrollment. Letters and words of the visiting teams and 
the hone teams ore spoiled on the field with the band 
members and in the bleachers with flash cards. Student 
yells an..: student singing all assist in furthering the 
success of the school pageants. Bates support this idea 
which can clearly bo scon from Hie statements 
V.I1II0 the pageant or outdoor play is often 
performed by some special organisation or by a 
certain group of students, much more valuable 
rosuits nay bo had when there is a general partici­
pation, and by a largo number of people. It is well 
and given relation'to several departments of "Hie 
work 'of the school. 
C, The Vital Integrative Program 
Educators who Correlation kith Other Subjects, 
would went to soe and hear a greater part of that other 
eighty per cent of the high school participating in cue 
u P* 11 Ibid 
Esther Willard Bates, Pageant a/ «ad Pe^oantr^, 





tmisio program should encourage the music director In the 
school lor Q program OJ. music that correlates with othe^ 
departments in the school curriculum. Gordon says the 
following concerning the correlative phase of music: 
The peculiar nature of music, uhich makes it 
indisponsible in programs planned for miblie 
performance, operates with equal force" to sake it ' 
an ideal medium for correlation with other studies. 
Its ©notional appeal to adolescents is very strong. 
It often requires, or at least Invites nhysical 
participation. High school students love to sing, 
play, or just listen to music; they love it so much 
that parents and neighbors sometimes find it diffi­
cult to stand the strain* 
Virginia Short included in a report most of the high 
school academic subjects, and shows how music can bo corre-
It is as follows: lated with each subject. 
Music Class Subject 
Public Spooling Demonstrate an object-
Violin 
Compare "Idylls of a King" 
with "Tristan and Isolde" 
Music as a vocation and 
avocation 
Consumer buying problems 
with regard to musical 
instruments. 
Music and modern poetry 






World History 9 A 
School," Phvl" is Gordon, "Correlation In The High 
Music Educators' Journal, Hovonber-Decenber, 194*, p. 
IB 35. 
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"ffoct on the Nazi 
persecution on music 
Rise of Russian nationalism 
Music therapy 
Music for children and 
in tiie home3,4 
The coacher should do much reacting and preparation 
to continue such a program throughout the year, 
ihg s. 'oiilci vs. ry—tho teaching by the lecture method , by 
The teach-
playlng records, radio and even through the use of movies; 
if appropriate, films are available. More will be said of 
this in the chapter on Visual Aids * 
Correlating ,1th Church Activities. More and rare 
the public school music directors, as ministers of music, 
ore preparing choral programs for the churches, Hhen 
there are many churches in the community, and the church 
music directors are not connected with public school musical 
activities, it would seen ethical for the school music . 
educator to pursue a policy of more and better church choirs 
Such a policy would answer and not the "best" church choir, 
the administrator and the townspeople, who would gauge the 
success of the school music program with the "carry-over" 
activities in the students* school year and after graduation# 
These, then would be Hie fundamental consider at ions for a 
X4. 
L'IJ • fjg— 25, 
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vital participating prolan In the high school music depart­
ment. In the words of Dennis? 
llio high school music 
by ell end not subsidised 
the selected fow» 
program mast be shared 
as a luxury subject for 
Cur administrators» school bc&r»r?« 
anc. communities most be led to see that STSUSITTO 
have a basic and deep rooted cultural expression that 
car. strengthen and vitalise the ©motional", the inSl-
o?°Sl ourpeSrle ft*1' ^ the croative capacities 
in?one states a paragraph most effectively when she 
says: 
. teacher3 engaged in the music education of school 
cnhLuren realise how much of a child's learning takes 
place outside the school, Vie realise that if the 
child's music education is to function effectively, 
it must carry over into the hone situation' or into 
the child's environment outside the school, One of the 
criteria of effective music teaching is the extent to 
vhlch t:.e child makes use of music in every day life 
riicn he is not under the influence of Ms teacher,16 
15Charles H, Dennis, "A Changed SmphsiS for Music 
Education,1' California Journal of Secondary dncation, 
Hay, 1944, Kivlbbr lb'1, 'mr>T~2557 ~~ 
leBeatriCc Portias Krone, Music 3x the Hew School, 
CMcago, boil A, Kjos Music Company, X~7 p, 14B» 
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CHAPTER V 
EXPAHDIHG INTERESTS AHD PARTICIPATION THROUGH 
THE MEDIUM OF AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 
Audio-visual instruction takes over a large field 
Since it is so vital to with many phases of its 3tudy, 
the furtherance of a more successful music program, some 
mention should be made to acquaint the reader vrlth the 
scientific aids available in the instructional program. 
A, Importance of the Sound Aids for Students 
They The sound aids appeal primarily to hearing, 
are classified, according to Baugh,1 into records and 
recordings used by the school, commercially, at home, radio 
listening, and broadcasting. 
Record Playing in the School, Tho playing of records 
in tho school has been and villi contlnuo to be a medium 
for enlarging student interest in music. According to 
Dent,® records are used as a pattern for vocal or instru­
mental performance, individually, and in groups. 
records teach of the types of music and convey to the olass 
illustrations of music of all ages and nationalities. 
Records aid in studying and learning folk songs and folk 
Other 
room 
'•Raymond Baugh, "Audio-Visual Aids to Instrumental 
Music Teaching," Tine School Musician, April, lo_G, p. 
"Allsuorth C. Dont, too Audio-Visual Sjggg00^ 




dances of the world* Various applications of phonograph 
records in the teaching of music and appreciation arc 
unlimited, The study of Music Appreciation, including 
Music Literature, loiowing the composer through his asusie, 
Music His troy, etc., has become the central element in 
teaching music in the school, especially in the higher 
grades and in the colleges. 
Modern Usc-c of decora Libraries, It is the policy 
now in most hl^h schools to loan records for listening. 
The Bowie County Schools have a central record library 
thereby records arc loaned to all schools in the district 
for various purposes and used for listening according to 
the interests and abilities of students. 
The policy of this lending program to all the sohotls 
all single recordings and in the county is as follows: 
albums will be loaned to schools for one month from tho 
As many as six single discs and two albums tine of boohing, 
will be loaned at any time to a teacher; recordings my be 
Bequests may bo filled in advance chocked out at any time, 
in the Audio-Visual Department, 
One of the finest contributions Student Recording, 
to student participation in music has been the malting of 
records by students, either,by means of the broadcast, 
using the play-back or through direct recording. The mans 
of recording through the broadcast is more popular with the 
1 students, Bobert <3"» lilies'" lists tne use of record.eyp 
8Robert J, Miles,'Recording for School Bsc, Hew dork, 
World Book Company, 1942, 
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and gives description, study aids, and appraisals. He lists 
the value and use of recordings in the catalogue. The 
programs are related to several subject-matter fields and 
are valuable for a variety of educational purposes. A 
more general survey is listed by David Hall* who includes 
thousands of nusical records intonded primarily for enter­
tainment , 
Incrcasod Interest Through School Listening and 
BroadenstIng. Baugh6 classified further the radio, the 
electric metronome, the tuning bar j stereophonic music 
educator. The last named three ore in use in every day 
classroom activities. With the radio, the important point 
of consideration for increasing student interest would bo 
stud.ont broadcasting with, the aim of stimulating the stu­
dent, and the students of the school, as recently expressed 
by Dr. Louis Woodson Curtis, Supervisor of Music in the 
public schools, Los Angeles, California: 
As a channel for performance on the part of 
school musical organizations, the radio broadcast 
furnishes' a vital and potent motivation for v;ork 
end study# 
Increased Interest in Oomminity Broadcasting. 
Stewart, a bandmaster and coordinator in Musuogon, Michigan, 
The Record Book, Hew York, Smith and *David Hall, 
Durrell Company, 1940#" 
p# 8. ®Baugh» ©£• clt 
®Dr. Louis Woodson Curtis, "On the Air," 




mentions further forms of stimulation to the school as 
a wliolo and to the community and arrives at this conclusion: 
Radio Broadcasts that aro XTortluahile do arouse 
community interest in "the organisation doing the 
broadcasting and undoubtedly play a largo part in 
filling the auditorium at concerts during the 
year. Shore is still a more important result 
derived from such broadcasts. Parents listenin 
bring about a stimulation of interest in music 
Yd.ll make the music activities.7 
G nay 
that 
So keep enthusiasm and interest in broadcasting 
a continuing process, students must have variety in the 
type a of music presented. She program to be successful vdll 
include religious, patriotic, classical, serious, and 
popular music, and certainly many novoltles. It must 
include melodies that use different keys and tine signatures. 
The groups Student Participation in Broadcasting, 
classified for the successful use of broadcasting In the 
schools will Include: 
1. Planning committees 
a. Faculty indirectly vrith studonts 
b. Publicity committee 
Committee to build up and prepare the script 
a. Library—choral, instrumental, speech 
2. Student announcers (spooch and choral members) 
3. Various prepared groups in the school 
4. Various musical organisations, choral, instrumental 
5. Small ensemble groups 
c* 
7?/llliafa Stevrart, "On The Air," School Musician, 
March, 1944, p. 9* 
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6. Soloists, in or out of organisations 
7. Technicians 
3-?10 Announcer Proludos the Program, Ho is expectod 
to average well in the following: A good dear voice, 
clear enunciation and pronunciation—free from dialoct or 
local peculiarities; ability to road well; sufficient 
knowledge of foreign languages for correct pronunciation 
of names, placos, titles; some knowledge of musical history, 
composition and composers; ability to road and interpret 
poetry; in extempore speech. 
The author concludes the statenont by writing: 
many of the points are of no use to high school students, 
but they should serve as a guide to choosing announcors. 
Bo careful to give all students who can do it a chance, 
but do not fail to get the script to them in plenty of 
time for practice. Students must learn broadcasting as a 
cooperative undertaking and; therefore, each student should 
make some definite contribution. All deportments might 
work together. English and Journalism students nay write 
scripts. 
8 
Hablo Glenn, Director of Music in Kansas City, 
illuminating paper on "Utilizing A Missouri, writes an 
Broadcast As A Community Aspect" and summarizes this social 
aspect in one of .her paragraphs: 
®V, R. Hutton, "Selection and Training tho Radio 
Announcer," Pamphlet, li. B. C. Handbook of Broadcasting, p. o. 
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xne announcer Ixas said, 'In twenty seconds wo 
bogaa, _ In reality the whole enterprise had begun 
months before with the pro gran of songs and '~o 
'-nto every junior high school with a letter Selling 
ox the broadcast and saying that those children whose 
ton© was best, whose diction was perfect, and whoso 
singing was the nost artistic would be the ones to 
participate. This preparation which was carried on 
in all schools, made the broadcast important to 
many students, teachers, and principals. And what 
is of interest to children in the schools is carried 
with thorn into the homes,0 
no 
In the light of the above it would seem that the radio 
program, as suggested by MabXo Glenn to bo successful on a 
school system basis, should be guided by a committee whoso 
purpose would be to acquaint the teacher with (1) available 
education progress, {2) pupil preparation necessary to got 
pupils to listen and what educational results night be 
anticipated. 
Rooormendatlons, In order to utilize the radio in 
its rightful position in present day teconing there must 
be: 
1, A more receptive attitude on the part of the 
secondary male directors toward the use of the radio, 
2, A knowledge in the selection of equipment and 
materials• 
3, A knowledge of the use of materials. 
T 
4, The desire to give students aoro freedom in 
research to x'bssibilltlos in programming, 
5, The will to acquaint students with all phases 
®nable Glenn, Kftelo Sducators' Rational Conference 
Yearbook, 1938, p. 2241 
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of education in sound techniques. 
6. The do aire to emphasise more the correlation of 
radio broadcasting and listening in music around tho other 
subjects in the school. 
7. More emphasis on values of the program and the 
results obtained. 
8. Fuller participation in all the phees of music 
writing, playing and listening. 
B. Importance of Visual Aider For Students 
In order that the reader Defining Visual Aids, 
would not misunderstand the term visual aids, the term 
l-C as "Any picture, might be defined according to Eoban 
model, object, or device which provides concrete visual 
experience to the learner for the purpose of introducing, 
building up, enriching or clarifying abstract conceptions, 
developing desirable attitudes, and stimulating further 
activity on tho part of the learner." Bough11 defines 
visual aids as "scientific aids which ap eal primarily 
to the sense of sight," Davis1* dofinos visual aids as 
"the enrichment of education through seeing experience." 
Visual aids Pictorial 01as oif1cat jo n of Materials. 
1 • •• 
"Charles F. Hoban and others. Visualizing the 
Pev; Yoik, The Gordon Publishing Company, Gurriculun, 
1937, p ."V. 




may "be 11 a ted under pictorial materials as text book 
materials, still Ian torn slides, film strips, and photo-
graphs; all of which can be utilised in stimulating 3tudont 
interest through music mediums—the use of slides for 
assembly singing, the flashing of pictures of composers 
whose songs are sung and played on the screen. In the 
photography field the taking of action pictures of the 
band* orchestra or chorus in concert; and filming of the 
band at the athletic and marching events. With the recent 
use of color films the instructor can develop an organi­
sation in one showing which could not be done otherwise 
except during an entire season. Students must hear and 
see themselves perform in order to know bow and what the 
corrections should be made for Improvement. 
Graphic Olaaslfication of Materials. The classifi­
cations through the use of the (1) blackboard for "chalk 
talk" to moving musical organisations, (2) graphs and 
charts, using numbers for maneuvering positions at athletic 
events, (3) cartoons to portray any practices done by mem­
bers of the organisations who lacked forfchought in pro­
cedures, (4) posters as a moans of advertising the growth 
of student drives for more student members, and the time 
and place of student performances, (5) other means— 
demonstrations without sound, silent motion pictures, 
pictures with muslca* accompaniment, imaginative visual 
Interpretations of a composition with nature bee. .ground 
settings, dancing, architectural settings, abstract forms— 
example being Walt Disney's "Fantasia^ an 
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G. Audio-Visual Aids In Education 
Audio-visual aids nay be terned as the aide whereby 
the sense of sight or hearing are both a process of enriching 
the student emotionally and physically. Audio-visual aids 
are a distinct contribution to education, but they have also 
a definite use in music instruction. 
Audio-Vicraal Aids In ifusic Instruction. In the 
illustrates nays in which Handel's 
"Messiah" can be studied# She lesson aims to (1) to 
familiarise students with the oratorio as a musical form, 
(2) to explain various types of voice quality, (5) to 
acquaint students with selections from the oratorio, the 
idea being to listen for something and not merely to listan, 
Hcban** illustrates a musical journey based on the life of 
Stephen Gollins Foster with a similar outcome in rind. 
With local talent concerts, outside talent concerts 
13 classroom McKovran 
and demonstrations, wonderful opportunities arc possible 
to the students belonging to music organizations. Other 
of the aids in developing student interest would bo 
through the use of the tuning bar before the instrumental 
films based of musical 
uses 
groups the use of the 16m. 
experiences of other high school organizations, choral or 
instrumental or both. 
3H5T,-TD4U, p. 
v*Hoban, On. Clt,, p. 54. 
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Fllfflg In Summer Music Camps. With the past 
few years many or th© summer music carps now in organi­
sation (seeing the value of the use of films in giving 
tli© historical background of the aotivltios of music students 
attending summer camps) produced many duplications of the 
same film and sent them to high schools all over the United 
States« This creates a new challenge in the attitude toward * 
music study by the average child in the school or at hone. 
The greatest Importance in audio-visual aids in 
music is for improving and enlarging the "attitudes" toward 
music by means of sight. Appreciation Is enriched by 
experiencing through multiple sensory channels. For example, 
hearing an oboe is the beginning of the understanding of the 
instrument, but seeing the oboe, rounds out and gives 
completeness to the concept# 
And so what is true in the aural concept of one 
instrument is equally true with that of entire music 
The realisation of these ensembles and organisations. 
> visual and oral concepts was the prime motive to institute 
the three large summer music films in summer music camps, 
camps using films are the Interlockon Camp in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan; the Western State College Camp, Gunnison, Colorado; 
and tho music camp at I?orthwestern Ttoivcr sity. 
The use of films in tho Films and Music Education. 
schools has bwen a slow process, 
of communication, the record talking machine and the radio, 
the motion picturo needs to be proven financially by the 
Like the first two media 
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educator and morally by the producer. Progress Is eminent. 
Througn -lie democratic tendencies Tor bottoi' standards and 
greaser ,£no wledge in tnc field3 or 1©amine in and out of 
school, people have established wide awake cooperative 
organisations anxious to see the motion picture in its 
» 
Music csucators have contributed a major 
pert in this undertaking* The hastening process of the use 
of films in schools vd.ll be based on the outcome a of their 
rightful place. 
success on all fronts during the war* that has boen said 
of the films can bo said of most of the visual aids, 
Husic Films in Review. Prior to the war and a few 
years later, the only now 18 sua* films suitable for educa­
tional uso wero the musical film "Jack and Jill in Song 
Land" made in 1931 with music recorded on a synchronized 
disc, and a film from a five film series called, "The 
Symphony Orchestra and Its Chorus" made in 1935 and revised 
in 1938 by the Encyclopedia Britannica Films* Later two 
16 mm. films were produced for advertising purposes, "The 
Telephone Hour", and "Exploring Talent at Interlochen.f' 
McConnell18 states, "A reason for so few was fcho lack of 
, interest on part of music educators."' With new books being 
published at a faster pace, tlx© music educators1 interest 
continued not to change In the directions of the film for 
school use. Levin, a pioneer in the field of films for 
educational use, sensed this when he saldi 
16Stonlie McConnell, "Music Teachers and the Challenge 
of Film Music," Music Publishers Journal, July-August, 
1946, p. 15* 
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kc spend 30 times as much on books as on visual 
aide. We should spend more on both. The basic 
problem with which we are confronted is the one of 
how to obtain an ehundance of good text films— 
films to make class room procedures luminous in 
all areas and at all 1©vols. 0 
In the later part of 1944, a commission on the 
notion pic tore of the American Council at Yale University 
furthered a project using appropriations from tho Motion 
Picture Association of America, to film seven sample 
educational films which would serve as models for use in 
junior and senior high schools. One of the films, "Would 
You Like To Play," was designed to interest pupils in 
studying the violin. Tills film should be in every music 
educators library; it should be made known to every musician, 
It would do more teacher, parent, and student in America* 
to strengthen the string sections of the now depleted school 
orchestras within a short period of years than any other 
organised means of gaining student inter est. 
Present Status of Music Films. The present status of 
music films has been sped up in tho schools. This has been 
due to the work of a number of agencies, but especially to 
the war itself. Robert Geasnor""7 claimed that over o,._>00 
army end navy training films demonstrated that tho human 
mind could be taught and trained in difficult subjects In 
-"sflttssajssi? susnsstir*-
17Rebert Gossner, "It Takes A War," lb In and 
Guide, Vol. X, Ho. 2, 1943, p. 10. 
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In & shorter time and more thorough manner than by the old 
lecture textbook method* He gays that today the American 
soldier can say that one reel of training film in worth a 
thousand textbooks* From a questionnaire study made by the 
Music Sducafcors' National Gonfercnco Committee of Film Music 
and Projection Mquipmont, great interest was shorn by out­
standing leaders in the subjects of future 16 mm. music 
films. Many valuable and challanging topics for film 
treatment were suggested and helpful ideas enumerated. 
Some of the topics under- learning of the skills wore 
"Fundamentals of Singing," "Fundamentals of Playing 
Instruments" and "Fundamentals of Conducting; " among the 
topics to Increase the knowledge of things musical were 
"Biographies of Musicians," "How Instruments Have Grown Hp, 
•Fundamentals of Music" and "Famous Musical Organisations»" 
Suggestions along the appreciative phase wsre "Teaching 
World Culture through ITative Songs, Dances and Instruments," 
"Masterpieces of Music," "Contemporary Performing Artists** 
and "Orchestral Scores on "Living Composors at Home 
Musical Film* 
A cross section covering Opinion About School Films* 
the opinions of various people about school films was taken 
from a oopular film magaslnes published in Hollywood* 
associate editor, Kiss Morrison begins by saying: 
The 
atudohts of today become the film musicians 
tomorrow* Music departments of motion p-.Ci.nro 
studios demand capable composers, arrangers, 
orchostrators, songwriters, choral directors, 
singers, pianists, orchestra players, cutters, 
7G 
research musicians, and librarians. We feel that 
film music will repay study, analysis, criminal 
research; that it is to be reckoned with not only 
commercially but as a global CiediuSi of an artistic 
and drama tic high school potential, B 
Josephine Murray, Director of Music, Santa Barbara 
City Schools, amices this statement toward the use of 
commercial films; 
Since tho motion picture is so universal, we 
could utilise Hie comeroial films much more than 
we do for stimulating interest in music form, 
design, mood, and dramatic aspect'of music in 
enriching the enhancing the story,19 
Alberta Carlson, vice-chairman of audio-visual aids 
at Fresno Conference, Fresno, California, has this to say 
of music educators* preferences; 
Music educators approve of the continued use 
and expansion of short films dowicting sympnOnj-C 
and choral groups, bands and solo performers. It 
is cur "ontccl, hoviovovf t tlio natj.orii.--j' IcnoT?n 
groups of artists and conductors be used. Such 
films can be effective and impressive if ucgd 
the basis of education plus entertainment# 
on 
Charles Vainer, John Mams High School, Cleveland, 
Ohio, seeching before the Cleveland Cinema Club, spoke on 
tho topic, "Importance of Music in the Films. Ho used 
r'... 
*8Marg6ry Morrison, "Cinematics," Film Music notes 
January, 1945, 
18Josephine Murray, "Cinematics," Film Music jfetoa, 
January, 1945, 
e<>Albofta Carlson, "Cinematics," Film i^sic Howes, 
January, 1945, 
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as an example the film, "An American Romance," and Its fine 
accompanying musical score: 
llie music was symbolic of our mechanize age, 
dynamic, complex, colorful, ancT yot a natural and 
primitive force, a part of the eternal rhythm of 
life. Music being the universal language linked '* 
with motion pictures, the most popular modem art. 
You have unlimited possibilities for development of 
a great art 5in tire future, an art for all the people 
everywhere, 
Carl Hultgren, student Chairman of Motion Picture 
Music Committee, John Burroughs Junior High School, 
Los Angeles, California, in a letter,says: 
Every week our class holds a motion picture 
evaluation discussion. We make an 6utline to show 
how music helps to develop the plot. At our last 
discussion the pictures reviewed were "Key 
Kingdom," "The Picture of Dorian C-roy," * 
Millions," "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn7,and "Hangover 
Square#" The important music was not in background 
but in the lime light, and it, was a welcome chengo 
from jass music to classical. "" 
s of the 
Music for 
Film Music Notes, 3XCharles Vainer, "Cinematics," 
January, 1945, 





After World War I male had risen to inestimable 
heights In all fields. It was a thriving profession end 
promlsod certainty to the collogo student vho would become 
soloist, concert performer, private instructor or music 
. .ff. 
educator. Books by proved educators were being published, 
:lagasinco written, everything for tlie improvement of male. 
1-Iuch specialisation took place and "talented" became the 
slogan, It was easier to teach students with greater music 
ability, and certainly provod valuable in winning perform­
ances at Festival Contests. The class method became 
popular, better music was forthcoming, newer aids, the 
improved electric phonograph, the radio, the recording 
1 
machine. These proved valuable, but were only within 
listening distance of a scmll percentage of the high, school 
Gradually a new group of educators appeared on the people• 
scene to question the philosophy of education for many, 
then still a small percentage of the high school student 
With the beginning of hostilities on body participated. 
December 7, 1941, the role of the music student and teacher# 
diminished at home, only to bo supplantod in the war effort. 
The educator has been awakened at what music did, both at 
Peither he nor the home and abroad, during the war period, 
community will afford to soe music "Christened" a frill and 
a fad. 
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liasic novos frctn its wartime functions to its peace 
time rolo with surging optimism from all ranks of humanityj 
from the former service men and women, now ongagDd in 
conforming to civilian life; from c-ducatora and clergy; 
from business men, producers, and performers; from the 
rich and the poor; from the teacher and the students; all 
possessing more thus* ever a "social mlndedneso* in striving 
for richer experiences to a greater number of people at 
Cooperation, althou$i more frequent periods of tine, 
novei^ perfect, is m evidence in ever;; state, city, com­
munity end hamlet, between the church and the school, the 
composer and tho publisher, the radio and the movies; all 





A music program for the net; school must bo basod 
•upon recent findings through research, through frequent 
meetings of all music teachers and educators, through 
district, state end national conventions, end through a 
' 3 . 
more practical application of the new aids-- the use of 
slides, the radio, films, sound films, and television, 
The schools will, therefore, enlist: 
1, A raoro qualified teaching personnel. 
8. A more adaptable use of better materials and 
procedures, 
5. Bettor housing conditions. 
4, Bettor knowledge of music fundamentals. 
5. Fuller coordination with the other classes In the 
school. 
6. More flexible music program which can offer greater 
choice in selecting courses. 
7. A required music orientation course. 
B. A piano training class as basic to other forms of 
music training. 
A functioning appreciation-listening course, 
Greater participation by everyone who enjoys or 
who would desire the chance to enjoy music, Including those 




"flare*1 and talent * and certainly administering to that 
large middle group of students Ao would profit most by 
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